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News Letter
Rescue Foundation’s daughters are loving sisters of the staff members.
Any Indian festival seems to be incomplete
without the traditional Indian festivities, such
as gathering, celebrations, exchange of sweets
and gifts, lots of noise, singing and dancing.
Festivals are the celebration of togetherness as
being as a united family and the festival
"Raksha Bandhan" is not an exception of this.
The love and self actuation towards a novel
cause between a brother and his sister is the
theme of this great festivals, As far as the
traditions and rituals are concerned, sisters
prepare the "pooja thali" with diyas, roli,
chawal and rakhis. They worship the
goddesses, tie rakhis on the wrists of their
brother(s), and wish for their well being. On the
other hand, the brothers acknowledge their
love with a promise that they will remain by
their sisters' side and protect them from every
fall and down throughout the life. Brothers also
give token gifts to their sisters.
All the male staff members & Volunteers are
adorned with Rakhi tied by all sisters.
Thus the love and affection between the staff
and girls ensures that these girls also enjoy
family life as well as the promise of protection
by brother’s increases their confidence and will
power.
It ensures girls that they are not outcasts and
not alone in this world. They also have
affectionate brothers

Rakshabandhan is the festival of love, protection
and devotion to a sister By tieing a knot on wrist a
brother promises his sister to protect her whole life.
This has been proved by our local MLA
Shree Yogesh Sagar is celebrating Raksha bandhan
with our Survivor girls at Rescue Foundation, which
is highly appreciated.
Rescue Foundation would like to thank him for his
initiation and for starting a new relation with us.
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15th August Celebration & Cultural Event
at Boisar Shelter Home.
India got independence on 15th august 1947, so the
Independence Day is celebrated on the 15th august
every year.
In the early morning the flag is hosted by the Chief
Guest in the complex. Our dear President gives the
annual speech.
Every one sing national anthem of India which is JANA
GANA MANA. Every one stand still for the national
anthem of our country. On this day the great
personalities who had important role in giving
independence to India are remembered.
Independence Day ceremony has different dances &
Acts performed by different girls. After the flag hosting
different cultural events are performed by the girls.
This celebration of the Independence Day induces
patriotism in the hearts of citizens and also develops
love in the hearts of all participants for the country.

Flag Hosting Ceremony at Boisar Shelter Home.

Girls are future mothers of future generations and
future generations imbibe the culture conveyed to
them by their mothers. It is very necessary that such
occasions are celebrated widely by all.
After caption goes here

It not only induces love and affection for the country
but also creates a sense of team spirit and respect for
the patriots who have devoted their lives to the
country.
The enthusiasm of our girls is very evident in arranging
the flag hoisting ceremony and the cultural
programme which is attended by the prominent social
workers, political leaders, corporate and supporters.
The cultural programme includes short dramas
depicting social problems, lives of patriots etc. besides
the patriotic songs and recitals. Our girls perform the
entire cultural programme with unstinted enthusiasm
and devotion.
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Operation Freedom

2 Innocent lives were successfully rescued on 14th August 2014 from Satyam Bar Cum Guesthouse,
Upvan, Thane, Maharashtra.
We received information about the presence of some girls, who were forcefully kept captive
and were forced into flesh trade in The Satyam Bar Cum Guesthouse,
On 14th August, 2014 in the evening Rescue Foundation informed Mr. Bhaldar, Police
Inspector of Social Service Branch, Thane about the presence of forcefully girls in Satyam Bar
Cum Guesthouse, and Mr. Bhaldar informed their officers to set up a team for rescue
Operation & conduct Rescue raid at Satyam Bar Cum Guesthouse. In the evening Rescue
Foundation team consisting of Investigation Officer & Counselor and police staff moved
towards the location. Once the Rescue Team entered the guesthouse we arrest 7 people along
with Manager and pimps and we also successfully rescued 2 girls. The Girls were taken to the
Police Station, where their statement was recorded and legal process completed by Police
Officials, Currently both the girls staying at our Kandivali Shelter Home for Safe Custody.

4 girls were successfully rescued on 23rd August 2014 from R R hotel, Near Golden Nest,
Mira Road, Thane,
Rescue Foundation received information about the presence of some girls who were forcefully kept
captive and were forced into flesh trade in The R R Hotel, Near Golden Nest, Mira Road, Thane
Immediately our President Mrs. Triveni Acharya instructed the investigation officers to investigate about
the authenticity of the information. We were able to reach to the victims and were able to assure them
that we would help them in rescuing them from the guesthouse. Investigators visited The R R Hotel, Mira
Road, Thane to have the first hand information and counsel the girls regarding rescue. They almost made
three visits to the guesthouse to convince these girls to free themselves when we raid the guesthouse
along with Police.
On 23rd August, 2014 in the evening Rescue Foundation informed The Mr. Salunkhe, Police Inspector of
Kankiya Police Station about the presence of forcefully girls in R R Hotel, Near Golden Nest, Mira Road,
Thane and The Mr. Salunkhe informed their officers to raid in R R Hotel in Mira Road and set up a team for
rescue Operation. In the evening Rescue Foundation team consisting of Investigation Officer & Counselor
and police staff moved towards R R Hotel in Mira Road. Once the Rescue Team entered the hotel and we
arrest a 3 person along with Manager and customers and we also successfully rescue 4 girls. The Girls
were taken to the Police Station, where their statement was recorded and legal process completed by
Police Officials.
Currently all the girls are staying at our Kandivali Shelter Home for Safe Custody.
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